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We demonstrate that a similar type of large-scale coherent structures, elongated and
low-speed features, that are found in subsonic experiments, are present in our supersonic and hypersonic turbulent boundary layer datasets from direct numerical simulation
(DNS). Contour plots of the reconstructed streamwise velocity fluctuation from the most
energetic proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) modes show the existence of very long
low-momentum regions in the logarithmic layer. Furthermore, the ‘superstructure’ in the
logarithmic layer is found to have a modulating effect on the small-scale motions in the
viscous sublayer. Also, we present a physically based automated technique to track and
study hairpin packets, as well as their wall signatures and their association with superstructures. Statistical correlations and a geometric algorithm are combined to identify
the hairpin packets and their wall signatures. In addition, an activity tracking algorithm
that is developed based on feature-Petri net, a mathematical modeling language for the
description of distributed systems, is employed to track individual packets and their wall
signatures over space and time.

I.

Introduction

Previous experimental and numerical studies have provided evidence of large-scale coherent vortical
motions, or coherent structures, in turbulent wall-bounded flows. In 1952, Theodorsen1 postulated the
existence of hairpin vortex. He used a simple flow structure (shown in see Figure 1(a)) to explain the
formation of low-speed streamwise streaks and the ejection of near-wall low-momentum fluid into highermomentum regions farther from the wall. In 1981, Head and Bandyopadhyay2 found experimental evidence
of individual hairpin vortices stacking and organizing into packets in the streamwise direction in turbulent
boundary layers over a large range of Reynolds numbers (500 < Reθ < 17500), and they observed that the
hairpin vortex heads forms an envelope of a 15◦ to 20◦ downstream leaning angle with respect to the wall.
In 2000, Adrian, Meinhart, and Tomkins3 proposed a hairpin packet model, where the hairpins align in the
streamwise direction and organize into packets, as observed by Head and Bandyopadhya. In this model, the
low momentum regions are enclosed by hairpin packets. Therefore, hairpin heads and counter-rotating legs
within the packets align in the streamwise direction and induce the low-momentum, very large-scale motions
(VLSM) observed by Jiménez,4 Hutchins and Marusic5 and Kim and Adrian,6 see Figure 1(b). Moreover,
Adrian et al.3 proposed that hairpin packets grow in size as they evolve and result in a nested packets
that consisting of hairpins or cane-type vortices growing up from the wall due to the older packets giving
rise to younger and slower packets. Adrian et al.3 also found that hairpins vortices are mostly appear as
asymmetric cane-like vortices. Following this work, the term “hairpin” is used throughout to refer both to
symmetric horseshoe-like vortices and asymmetric cane-like vortices.
Turbulence structures in boundary layers have been mostly studied in the subsonic flow regime (for
example, Tomkins and Adrian;7 del Álamo and Jiménez;8 Ganapathisubramani, Longmire and Marusic;9
del Álamo et al.;10 del Álamo et al.;11 Guala, Hommena and Adrian;12 Hambleton, Hutchins and Marusic;13
Flores et al.;14 Balakumar and Adrian;15 Hutchins and Marusic5 and Mathis, Hutchins and Marusic16 ). In
contrast to supersonic and hypersonic flow regimes, limited studies could be found due to the lack of detailed
flow field data, and the studies have been mostly restricted to statistical analysis. For example, Smits et
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al.,17 Spina, Donovan and Smits,18 and Smits and Dussauge19 were able to obtain the convection velocity,
inclination angle, and length scale of the turbulent structure via space-time correlations. They found that
structure properties change with both Mach and Reynolds number. More recently, advances in numerical
techniques (Guarini et al.;20 Martin;21, 22 Pirozzoli, Grasso and Gatski;23 Xu and Martin;24 Ringuette,
Wu and Martin25 and experimental techniques (Elsinga et al.;26 Schrijer, Scarano and van Oudheusden;27
van Oudheusden;28 Humble, Scarano and van Oudheusden29 ) make possible for the acquisition of detailed
four dimensional, in time and space, flow field data of supersonic/hypersonic turbulent boundary layers.
In particular, both numerical25, 30 and experimental26, 31, 32 data at supersonic Mach numbers have shown
evidence of VLSM. For instance, Ganapathisubramani, Clemens and Dollings31 performed wide-field DPIV
in a Mach 2 turbulent boundary layer and observed alternating streamwise structures of uniform low- and
high-speed fluid in the logarithmic region with lengths exceeding their 8δ field of view. O’Farrell and Martin33
were able to track the temporal evolution of hairpin packets and their wall signatures over a three-dimensional
space and time Mach 3 DNS turbulent boundary layer data.
In this paper, we present a set of analytical tools to study large-scale structures, in particular hairpin
packets and their wall signatures, in a Mach 2.9 and a Mach 7.2 spatially developing DNS turbulent boundary
layer data. In Section II, we present the direct numerical simulation of Mach 2.9 (Reτ ≈ 650) and Mach 7.2
(Reτ ≈ 650) turbulent boundary layers over an adiabatic wall. In Section III, we present methods that are
used to examine the existence of “superstructure” at the logarithmic layer. In addition, we summarize the
analytical tools and techniques that are used to identify hairpin packets, demonstrate how we distinguish
weak, average and strong packets using the combinations of geometric algorithm and statistical methods,
and describe the activity tracking algorithm that is used to track evolution hairpin packets and their wall
signatures. In Section IV and V, we present the preliminary results and conclusions, respectively.

II.

DNS parameters and accuracy

To study the turbulent structures over boundary-layers, we use the spatially developing DNS dataset
of a Mach 2.9 and a Mach 7.2 turbulent boundary layers over an adiabatic wall. The inflow boundary
condition is provided by the rescaling technique outlined by Xu and Martin.24 The boundary-layer edge
conditions and wall parameters for both cases are given in Table 1, which provide boundary-layer edge Mach
number, density and temperature, Mδ , ρδ and Tδ , respectively, and boundary-layer properties: momentum
thickness (θ), shape factor H = δ ∗ /θ, where δ ∗ being the displacement thickness, Reynolds number based on
momentum thickness, Reτ = ρw uτ δ/µw , and boundary-layer thickness δ. For both cases, the wall condition
is adiabatic.
For the computational domain and grid resolution, the domain size, L/δ0 where the value δ0 is shown in
table 2, and the number of grid points, N, for both cases are given in table 2, where the superscript (+ )
indicates scaling with inner or wall values. We take the streamwise, spanwise, and wall-normal directions
to be x, y, and z, respectively. Grid resolutions in the streamwise, spanwise, and wall-normal direction are
denoted in table 2 as ∆x+ , ∆y+ , and ∆z+ , respectively. The details of the numerical method are given by
Xu and Martin.,24 and the accuracy of the simulations is validated in Beekman, Priebe, Kan, Martin,34 and
Priebe and Martin.35 For the temporal tracking, the sampling rate is 1.20*10−6 sec and 1.02*10−6 sec for
the Mach 2.9 case and the Mach 7.2 case,respectively, where structures travels approximately 0.1 δ0 between
each sample for both cases
Case

Mδ

ρδ (kg/m3 )

Tδ (K)

Tw /Tδ

Reτ

Reθ

θ(mm)

H

δ(mm)

Mach 2.9
Mach 7.2

2.91
7.13

0.0754
0.0765

109.06
64.31

2.81
10.10

390–710
373–575

2620–4906
11441–17682

0.45–0.84
0.60–0.92

5.13
24.23

7.03–13.24
24.21–37.48

Table 1. Freestream, boundary-layer, and wall parameters for the DNS.
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Case
Mach 2.9
Mach 7.2

Lx /δ0

Ly /δ0

Lz /δ0

δ0 (mm)

Nx

Ny

Nz

∆+
x

∆+
y

∆+
z

Size

59.5
54.0

9.91
9.00

9.09
19.7

6.41
20.4

2520
2200

1120
924

110
130

8.49
7.91

3.18
3.24

0.311
0.237

≈ 310 Million
≈ 260 Million

Table 2. Grid resolution and domain size for the DNS. The grid is equispaced in the streamwise and spanwise
directions and uses a geometric stretching in the wall normal direction. Here, ∆+
z = z2 − z1
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A.

Analytical Tool

POD and Modulating Effect of Superstructure

In this section, we examine the existence of ‘superstructure’ in the logarithmic layer for our datasets
via a decomposition method and a statistical method. Baltzer, Adrian, and Wu36 were able to observe
‘superstructure’ in the logarithmic layer in an spatially developing DNS data of an incompressible turbulent
boundary-layer by performing a three-dimensional proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) analysis. Details
of the method can be found in Baltzer, Adrian, and Wu;36 here, we summarize it. Since boundary-layers
are statistically homogeneous and periodic in spanwise direction, POD modes converge to trigonometric
functions; thus, fluctuating velocity can be decomposed into Fourier modes (ky ) in the spanwise direction.
In terms of the fluctuating velocity in the streamwise and wall-normal direction, they could be decomposed
into POD mode (n) that were calculated from a collection of 51 fluctuating velocity flow field snapshots. To
retain the large-scale coherent structures, an instantaneous reconstruction streamwise fluctuating velocity
flow field could be reconstructed using a set of the most energetic modes (ky and n). Here, we apply the
similar analysis on both the Mach 2.9 and the Mach 7.2 datasets. In Section IVA, we show the results of
the reconstructed streamwise velocity fluctuation in the logarithmic layer (z/δ0 = 0.2) and provide evidence
of very-large-scale-motion (VLSM) or ‘superstructure’ in our datasets.
Mathis, Hutchins and Marusic37 computed the modulation correlation between the large-scale signals and
the small-scale envelope (by Hibert transform) of streamwise velocity at different wall-normal locations, and
observed correlation peak occurred at z + = 15, which indicated that large-scale motions in the logarithmic
layer have a modulating effect on the small-scale motions in viscous sublayer. Again, we perform similar
analysis to provide evidence of “superstructure” in the Mach 2.9 and Mach 7.2 datasets.
After examining the existence of ‘superstructures’ in our datasets, we use different analytical tools to
identify and track hairpin packets, as previous studies found that ‘superstructures’ are induced by the hairpin
packets. In our analysis, geometric algorithm25 (discuss in Section III B) and statistical correlations38 (discuss
in Section III C) are used to identify hairpin packets, and activity tracking algorithm by Wang and Silver39
and Sedat, Silver, Bemis, Martin, and Takle40 (discuss in Section III E) is employed to track the identified
packets as well as their wall signatures temporally and spatially in the DNS data.
B.

Geometric Algorithm

The details of geometric algorithm described in Ringuette, Wu and Martin.25 Here, we summarize it.
The algorithm first sweeps each (x, z) plane and searches for head vortices based on two thresholds: (1) the
spanwise vorticity is greater than or equal to two standard deviations from the mean (ωy ≥ ωy + 2σ(ωy )).
(2) the swirling strength is greater than or equal to 4.5 times the mean swirling strength (λ2ci ≥ 4.5λ2ci ).
Note that only the region between the buffer layer (z + = 30) and the boundary layer edge is considered
for computing the threshold quantities and finding hairpin packets. In Ringuette, Wu and Martin,25 average quantities and Reynolds number is nearly constant over the entire DNS datasets. When compared
to our cases, our streamwise domain in both cases are at least 5 times larger; thus, average quantities and
Reynolds number variation would be significant over the streamwise direction. As a result, we define the
mean (over-bar) quantities as Gaussian moving averaging quantities following Equation 1 with streamwise
half-width (hw) of 4δ0 , which allows mean (over-bar) quantities varies at each streamwise location. After
identifying the hairpin heads on each (x, z) plane, two extra geometric criteria based on the proposed model
by Adrian, Meinhart, and Tomkins3 are used to group hairpin heads into ideal packets: (1) hairpin head,
or transverse, vortices that are closely spaced (≤ 0.5δ) in the streamwise direction. (2) hairpin head, or
transverse, vortices that are arranged in a ramp-like formation with ≤ 45◦ downstream leaning angle relative
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to the wall. After conforming hairpin heads into ideal packets, extra criteria is applied on the large structures
(wall-normal height > 0.1δ, streamwise distance > 0.1δ) that are identified to assure that hairpin legs do not
captured in the hairpin heads searching process. Essentially, the scheme performs a least-squares-fit through
the identified points of the large structures, and omits the structure if the angle of the line is less than 25◦ .
This improves the accuracy of the algorithm for picking out hairpin packets, and prevents to accept large,
relatively horizontal shear layers with high ωy or λ2ci . Figure 2, from Ringuette, Wu and Martin.25 shows
the results of the algorithm. Figure 2(a) plots the iso-surfaces of swirling strength for a packet identified by
the algorithm. Figure 2(b) plots a slice from the translucent plane highlighted in Figure 2(a) with contours
of spanwise vorticity, where the hairpin vortex heads identified by the algorithm are enclosed by the boxes.
In addition, Figure 2(c) shows a contour with streamwise velocity on a streamwise-spanwise plane, where
tick marks, at two spanwise locations, are indicating the hairpin heads that are identified by the algorithm.
From this plot, it provides evidence that hairpin packets do indeed align in the streamwise direction and
giving rise to the ‘superstructure.’ By applying the algorithm to our cases, similar results are observed.
x(i) =

i+hw
X

ω(k)x(k), where ω(k) is the weight of the Gaussian window

(1)

k=i−hw

C.

Correlation Method

Brown and Thomas38 were able to use the correlation between the the wall shear stress and streamwise
velocity at a single reference location over different wall-normal distances to detect large-scale structures in
the boundary layer. From the correlation profile, the correlation peak were found to be at an increasing
downstream distance with increasing wall-normal location, which indicated the presence of downstreamleaning coherent structure. In addition, Brown and Thomas38 used conditional averages to better understand
the structures that were found. Essentially, when the correlation at z/δ = 0.25 is greater than twice of the
peak average value at the ∆x location of the peak, they categorized these data traces as ‘strong’ events. By
averaging on these strong events, they provided evidence of the existence of ramp-like coherent structures in
the boundary layer.
In Ringuette, Wu and Martin.,25 they applied the same method on the DNS data of Mach 3 turbulent
boundary layer. They were able to construct the correlation profile over different wall-normal distance using
*Z
+
x2

Rτw (ρu) (∆x) = 1/(x2 − x1 )

x1

0
0
τw0 (x)(ρu)0 (x + ∆x)dx /τw,RM
S (ρu)RM S .

(2)

where the over-bar and angle brackets denote spatial (streamwise and spanwise) and temporal averaging,
respectively. For the supersonic flow, they performed the correlation between the wall shear stress and
streamwise mass flux. Here, we perform the same analysis on both of the Mach 2.9 and Mach 7.2 cases.
Figure 3(a), 3(b), 3(c) and 3(d) show the average and enhanced correlations for the Mach 2.9 and Mach 7.2
data, respectively. Using this technique, we are able to conditionally sample the data and categorize the
data into weak, average and strong packets.
D.

Relationship between the Geometric Algorithm and the Correlation Method

In O’Farrell and Martin,33 they performed a turbulent structure on a Mach 3 DNS boundary layer data
by combining the results of geometric algorithm and Brown and Thomas38 correlation on a Mach 3 DNS
boundary layer data. Essentially, they categorized the average packet structure statistics determined from
Brown and Thomas38 correlation into average-strong, average-average, and average-weak packets as mentioned in Section III C. By applying the Brown and Thomas38 correlation on the packets that were identified
by geometric algorithm, they were able to distinguish the geometric events into average strong-geometric,
average-geometric, and weak-geometric packets. Furthermore, they were able to determine the average convection velocity profile of the vortices that belong to identified packets for both geometric algorithm and
Brown and Thomas38 correlation. Details of finding the average convection velocity profile could be found
in O’Farrell and Martin33 and Beekman, Priebe, Ringuette, and Martin.41 By comparing the average convection velocity profiles determined by geometric algorithm from the velocity profiles determined by the
‘enhanced’ Brown and Thomas38 correlation data, they found the relationship between the Geometric Algorithm and the Brown and Thomas38 correlation. Figure 4 plots the average vortex convection velocity and
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the mean flow velocity profiles for the Mach 3 data from O’Farrell and Martin,33 where the data suggests
that the average geometric packets are representative of the strong statistical packets.
E.

Activity Tracking Algorithm

O’Farrell and Martin33 used the Object Segmentation and Feature Tracking (Ostrk2.0) software package
to identify individual hairpin packets and track their evolution through consecutive flow realizations
on DNS data of a Mach 3 turbulent boundary layer. The tracking software performs tasks in three levels,
which are Feature Tracking, Grouping, and Group Tracking, on the instantaneous swirling strength fields. To
summarize, the tracking software extracts and tracks hairpin or cane-like vortices, based on the user-specified
threshold (4.5λ2ci ) at Feature Tracking level and groups hairpin vortices into ideal packets that conform with
the criteria of Ringuette, Wu and Martin,25 at the Grouping level. Finally, the group tracking level is used
to temporally track the evolution of packets. Further details on Ostrk2.0 could be found in the User Manual
by Liang,42 and the paper by Wang and Silver.39 O’Farrell and Martin33 find that the software mistakenly
merge the neighboring vortices into a packets showing unphysical proliferation of packets. Thus, they were
not able to obtain satisfactory results from Ostrk2.0.
Recently, Sedat, Silver, Bemis, Martin, and Takle40 implement one more level, called higher level grouping
(see Figure 5(a), onto Ostrk2.0 which performs cross-level interactions of the group tracking level to improve
the accuracy of the temporal tracking evolution of packets without unphysical growth. By applying the
improved activity tracking algorithm to our Mach 2.9 data, Figure 6 shows an iso-surface of the swirling
strength equal to 4.5λ2ci of a geometrically strong packet in four time realizations.
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39, 42

F.

Wall Signatures

Brown and Thomas,38 and Thomas and Bull43 performed experiments with incompressible turbulent
boundary layers and shown characteristic patterns in the wall-shear stress and wall-pressure, which are hypothesized to be associated with large-scale coherent motions. Figure 7 is a reproduction of a schematic from
the paper by Thomas and Bull,43 which shows a large-scale, coherent motion together with the associated
wall shear stress and pressure signatures. In Section IV C, we combine the geometric algorithm, Brown and
Thomas correlation, and activity tracking algorithm to temporally track two identified geometrically strong
packets, as well as their wall signatures to examine the characteristic patterns of the wall-shear stress and
wall-pressure on our datasets.

IV.
A.

Preliminary Results

Existence of Superstructure

We perform the same three dimensional POD, by Baltzer, Adrian and Wu,36 that discussed in Section III A on the Mach 2.9 and Mach 7.2 datasets. We decompose 924 spanwise modes (ky ) and 51 POD
modes (n) and 1024 spanwise modes (ky ) and 51 POD modes (n) for the Mach 2.9 and the Mach 7.2 datasets,
respectively. To filter out the small-scale motions and retain the large-scale motions, energetic modes are
kept to reconstruct the velocity fields. kth = 0–200 and n=1–10 are kept in both cases. In terms of the
mean turbulent kinetic energy, 42.3% and 44.5% of the mean turbulent kinetic energy are retained for the
Mach 2.9 and Mach 7.2 case, respectively. Figure 8(b) and Figure 9(b) show the reconstructed streamwise
velocity fluctuation at z/δ0 = 0.2 for both cases. Very long ;ow-momentum are observed in both cases, which
indicates the existence of ‘superstructure’ in the datasets.
To examine the modulating effect of superstructure, we perform a similar analysis, by Mathis, Hutchins
and Marusic,37 that is discussed in Section III A on both datasets. Further details are given in Helm and
Martin.44 As an example, Figure 10 show the original and filtered temporal signals of streamwise velocity
and their envelope (by Hibert transform) in the logarithmic layer (z+ = 100) and in the viscous sublayer
(z+ = 10) for the Mach 2.9 case. In Figure 10(c), we could observe the modulating effect between the largescale in logarithmic layer and the small-scale in viscous sublayer. To further examine the modulating effect,
we compute the modulation correlation between large-scale signal (fixed at z+ = 100) and the small-scale
envelope at different wall-normal locations. Figure 11 shows small-scale modulation in the viscous sublayer
and in the logarithmic layer for both cases. As shown in Figure 11, the highest correlation occurs in the
logarithmic region (z+ ≈ 10) for both datasets, which implies the existence of the modulating effect and the
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presence of the large-scale coherent structures in the logarithmic region.
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B.

Packet Convection Velocities

By applying the Brown and Thomas38 correlation analysis on the Mach 2.9 and Mach 7.2 datasets, the
correlation profiles show that structures with downstream leaning angle exist in both datasets (shown in
Figure 3(a) and 3(c). Furthermore, we are able to obtain the packet convection velocities by averaging the
instantaneous identified vortices at each wall-normal location. As discussed in Section III B, the Reynolds
number variation is significant over streamwise direction; therefore, we sample the velocity profiles with
a subset of data. Here, we choose the sub-volume where Reτ ≈ 560 for both bases, where the stations
correspond to 24 ≤ x/δ0 ≤ 28 and 46 ≤ x/δ0 ≤ 54 for the Mach 2.9 case and the Mach 7.2 case, respectively.
Figure 12 shows the statistically ‘strong’ and geometrically ‘average’ vortex convection velocity profiles
by the conditional averaging from statistical correlation method. The mean velocity profiles are included
for reference. Consistent with the result found in O’Farrell and Martin,33 all statistical and geometrical
‘strong’ packets induced greater drag. Weak events are considered unimportant and are found to be convect
approximately with the mean flow in both cases. Consistently with our previous work, the ‘strong’ packets in
the Mach 7.2 case convect slower than the mean velocity. Furthermore, it could be seen that the convection
velocity profiles of the geometrically ‘average’ packets are nearly identical to convection velocity profiles of
the statistically ‘strong’ packets. This further supports that ideal geometric packets are representative of
strong events across the Mach number varying data.
C.

Packet Tracking and Wall Signatures

We have tracked two geometrically ‘strong’ hairpin packets using the activity tracking algorithm discussed
in section III E. We use this software to followe two geometrically ‘strong’ hairpin packets, highlighted in
solid colors in Figure 13 and Figure 16, in both Mach 2.9 and Mach 7.2 cases. After tracking this packet
and watching its evolution, we monitored their wall signatures at two time instances. Figure 14((c),(d)) and
Figure 15((c),(d)) show the wall-pressure and the wall-shear stress of the associated packets at a selected
time instance and at a time instance where the packets traveled a distance of approximately δ0 . In both
figures, visualizations of the identified packets in streamwise-wall normal plane and streamwise-spanwise
plane are plotted with iso-surfaces of the swirling strength at 4.5λ2ci . In addition, Figure 17 and Figure 18
plot the same content for the Mach 7.2 case. For all cases shown in Figure 14, 15, 17, and 18, hairpin
vortices within the identified packets are cane-like with sets of asymmetric counter rotating legs. Consistent
with the hypothesis by Brown and Thomas38 and Thomas and Bull,43 a significant peak could be observed
in both the wall-shear stress and wall-pressure signals associated with the hairpin legs.

V.

Conclusions

Through POD analysis and modulation correlation between the large-scale motions in the logarithmic
layer and the small-scale motions in the viscous sublayer, we present ‘superstructure’ type of motions present
from supersonic and hypersonic turbulent boundary layer datasets in direct numerical simulation (DNS). As
‘superstructures’ are found to be induced by hairpin packets, we demonstrate a number of analytical tools
and techniques, such as the Geometric algorithm25 (discuss in Section III B) and the statistical correlations38
(discuss in Section III C) to identify hairpin packets. By performing the Brown and Thomas correlations on
the ‘geometric events’ identified by the geometric algorithm, we are able to further categorize the packets
identified by the geometric algorithm into ‘strong,’ ‘average,’ and ‘weak’ events.
To further investigate the wall signatures of hairpin packets, we use the activity tracking algorithm by
Sedat, Silveris, Bemis, Martin, and Takle3940 (discuss in Section III E) to track the temporal evolutions of
identified geometrically ‘strong’ packets and their wall signatures. By observing the evolutions, characteristic
patterns of wall signatures associated with the hairpin legs, hypothesized by Brown and Thomas38 and
Thomas and Bull,43 are observed in the supersonic and hypersonic turbulent boundary layer DNS datasets.
This further corroborates the modulation of the near wall cycle by the packets populating the superstructures
in the logarithmic layers as proposed and observed by Mathis, Hutchins and Marusic16 and Helm and
Martin.44
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(a) Theodorsen’s hairpin vortex.1 The arrows on either
side of the hairpin indicate the direction of the flow.

(b) Very large scale motion model of Adrian et al.3 in which hairpin packets align
to produce the long, low-momentum streaks in the logarithmic layer.
Figure 1. Coherent boundary layer structures. Figures from Theodorsen1 and Adrian et al.3
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(a) Hairpin Packet conforming to the model of
Adrian3 found in a DNS data of Mach 3 turbulent boundary layer from Ringuette, Wu, and
Martin.25 See Figure 1(b).

(b) A slice from (a) showing contours of spanwise vorticity, with
boxes highlighting the hairpin vortex heads from Ringuette, Wu,
and Martin.25

(c) Tickmarks indicating the presence of hairpin vortex packets found by searching two streamwise, wall-normal
planes (indicated by the black lines) overlaying contours of streamwise velocity deficit in the logarithmic layer from
Ringuette, Wu, and Martin.25
Figure 2. Figures reproduced from Ringuette, Wu, and Martin25 conducted at the same Mach number, and
slightly lower Reynolds number.
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(c) Standard correlation profile for Mach 7.2 case.
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(d) Enhanced correlation profile for Mach 7.2 case.

Figure 3. Time-averaged spatial correlations between τw ’ and (ρu)’ versus streamwise distance at different
wall-normal distance for Mach 2.9 and Mach 7.2 cases.
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Figure 4. Vortex convection velocity profiles of Mach 3 DNS dataset by O’Farrell and Martin,33 with the
mean velocity profile as a solid line. The use of the ‘geometric events’ at the wall limit the correlation analysis
to regions where ideal hairpin packets have been found, which correspond to the first three legend entries.
The convection velocity determined from the ‘strong’ Brown and Thomas correlation38 is plotted as a square
symbol and is quite close in magnitude to the ‘average’ geometric convection velocity.

Figure 5. (a) Generalized tracking model that allows the tracking of packets and super-structures of packets
of activity tracking algorithm;40 (b) An illustration of activity tracking algorithm40 where a feature moves
from Packet R to Packet S. In Packet S, within the iterative process, unphysical proliferation of packets is
prevented; (c) An illustration of packets (formed of yellow hairpins) from activity tracking algorithm.40 Three
groups of packets are part of a larger packet.
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(a) Time = 0.00 sec.

(b) Time = 1.22*10−5 sec.

(c) Time = 2.24*10−5 sec.

(d) Time = 4.08*10−5 sec.

Figure 6. Temporally evolution of a geometrically ‘strong’ packet in the Mach 2.9 dataset in four different time
realizations, where sampling rate is 1.20*10−6 sec. Other identified packets are shown at 90% translucency.
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Figure 7. Model of organized structures in turbulent boundary layers from Thomas and Bull,43 after Brown
and Thomas,38 as seen by an observer moving at 0.8U0 .

Figure 8. (a) Unfiltered snapshot of streamwise velocity fluctuation normalized by friction velocity in the
logarithmic layer (z/δ0 = 0.2) for Mach 2.9 case. (b) Filtered snapshot of streamwise velocity fluctuation
normalized by friction velocity after applying 3-dimensional POD in the logarithmic layer (z/δ0 = 0.2) for
Mach 2.9 case.
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Figure 9. (a) Unfiltered snapshot of streamwise velocity fluctuation normalized by friction velocity in the
logarithmic layer (z/δ0 = 0.2) for Mach 7.2 case. (b) Filtered snapshot of streamwise velocity fluctuation
normalized by friction velocity after applying 3-dimensional POD in the logarithmic layer (z/δ0 = 0.2) for
Mach 7.2 case.
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Figure 10. Example of modulation correlation between small-scales at z+ = 10 and large-scales at z+ = 100:
(a) The small-scale signal at z+ = 10 (solid line) and its envelope (dashed line); (b) The original and filtered
large-scale signal at z+ = 100; (c) The envelope of small-scale signal at z+ = 10 (solid line) and the filtered
large-scale signal at z+ = 100 (dashed line).
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Figure 11. Modulation correlation coefficient profile large-scale outer signal and the small-scale envelope.

Figure 12. Average vortex convection velocity sample at streamwise station of Reτ ≈ 560 versus distance from
the wall computed using the ‘strong,’ and ‘average’ correlations of τw ’ and (ρu)’. (a) and (b) show the vortex
convection velocity profiles of ‘strong’ statistical events and ‘average’ geometric events for the Mach 2.9 cases
and the Mach 7.2 case, respectively.
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(a) Packets that are to be tracked are shown in solid color, where as other identified packets are shown at
90% translucency.

(b) Packets that are to be tracked are shown only.

Figure 13. Two hairpin packets tracked in the DNS data of Mach 2.9 turbulent boundary layer. Structures
are visualized by an iso-surface of swirling strength at 4.5λ2ci . Both packets and their wall signatures are
subsequently tracked are identified in Figure 14 and Figure 15.
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Figure 14. Wall-shear stress and wall-pressure signatures of two geometrically ‘strong’ hairpin packets in the
DNS data of Mach 2.9 turbulent boundary layer. (a) and (b) show the streamwise-wall normal plane and
streamwise-spanwise plane, respectively, over two packets, visualized by the iso-surface of swirling strength at
λ2ci = 4.5λ2ci . (c) and (d) plot the wall-shear stress and wall-pressures signals along the mid-span of the hairpin
packets.
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Figure 15. Same plot as Figure 14 but at later timestep where both packets travel a distance of approximately
δ0 .
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(a) Packets that are to be tracked are shown in solid color, where as other identified packets are shown at
90% translucency.

(b) Packets that are to be tracked are shown only

Figure 16. Two hairpin packets tracked in the DNS data of Mach 7.2 turbulent boundary layer. Structures
are visualized by an iso-surface of swirling strength at 4.5λ2ci . Both packets and their wall signatures are
subsequently tracked are identified in Figure 17 and Figure 18.
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Figure 17. Wall shear stress and wall-pressure signatures of two geometrically ‘strong’ hairpin packets in the
DNS data of Mach 7.2 turbulent boundary layer. (a) and (b) show the streamwise-wall normal plane and
streamwise-spanwise plane, respectively, over two packets, visualized by the iso-surface of swirling strength at
λ2ci = 4.5λ2ci . (c) and (d) plot the wall-shear stress and wall-pressures signals along the mid-span of the hairpin
packets.
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Figure 18. Same plot as Figure 17 but at later timestep where both packets travel a distance of approximately
δ0 .
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